Abstract-Creating successful human-robot collaboration requires robots to have high-level cognitive functions that could allow them to understand human language and actions in space. To meet this target, an elusive challenge that we address in this paper is to understand object-directed actions through grounding language based on visual cues representing the dynamics of human actions on objects, object characteristics (color and geometry), and spatial relationships between objects in a tabletop scene. The proposed probabilistic framework investigates unsupervised Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging to determine syntactic categories of words so as to infer grammatical structure of language. The dynamics of object-directed actions are characterized through the locations of the human arm joints -modeled on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) -while manipulating objects, in addition to those of objects represented in 3D point clouds. These corresponding point clouds to segmented objects encode geometric features and spatial semantics of referents and landmarks in the environment. The proposed Bayesian learning model is successfully evaluated through interaction experiments between a human user and Toyota HSR robot in space.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robots are moving to the center of the human social environment; they are autonomously navigating into spaces and collaborating with human users in different tasks. This requires robots to understand object-directed actions through verbal instructions from human users, which embraces different challenges, like learning the associated dynamics to action verbs, object features, and spatial relationships between referents and landmarks in the environment [13, 24] .
Grounding language through perception is a key challenge both in artificial intelligence and cognitive science. The "Symbol Grounding" problem was first defined by Harnad [18] , which indicates assigning a meaning to every meaningless symbol (e.g., a new word) in a structure through interaction with the surroundings. Tanenhaus et al. [43] investigated the important effect of visual cues on understanding spoken language. Roy [32] proposed a model for visually grounding words that describe a scene through a "show-and-tell" training procedure. Roy et al. [33] discussed an architecture that can provide perceptual and affordance representations of words so as to make robots able to better engage in interaction. Salvi et al. [35] developed a probabilistic affordance model to learn word meanings in terms of actions and object features. Matuszek et al. [26] proposed a probabilistic 1 joint-learning framework that employs categorial grammar to develop compositional meaning representations of language and physical objects in the environment. Grounding action verbs (e.g., push, raise, and touch) in sensorimotor behavior has been fueled by the ambition of making robots able to learn the associated motor behavior to the verbs [13] . Siskind [37] developed a computational model to ground action verbs (e.g., pick-up, put-down, and move) through analyzing visual scenes in short image sequences for a human performing actions. Tani et al. [44] used a Recurrent Neural Network with Parametric Biases (RNNPB)-based model to learn and generate different types of dynamic behavioral patterns associated with action verbs. Cohen et al. [9] proposed a semantic representation of verbs to ground action verbs (e.g., push and hit) based on dynamic features representing distance, velocity, and transfer of energy between two physical entities in interaction. Marocco et al. [25] proposed a framework for grounding action words through sensorimotor interaction with the environment.
Grounding spatial concepts has attracted wide attention of researchers in artificial intelligence and cognitive science, and has been extensively studied during the last years. Regier [31] discussed a connectionist learning model that could understand spatial concepts and events of objects in a movie. Cangelosi et al. [6] developed a computational connectionist model that employs an Elman network to encode -in a neural representation -the dynamics of a visual scene. However, these previous approaches do not investigate spatial concepts grounding through a language-based analysis. On the other hand, Tellex et al. [47] proposed a probabilistic learning framework for grounding spatial relationships in natural language instructions within an open space. Dawson et al. [11] used a generative probabilistic model to understand utterances that represent spatial relationships between referents and landmarks in a virtual environment. Guadarrama et al. [17] proposed an interesting probabilistic framework for grounding spatial relationships between objects in space through visual perception. This system includes different modules with different functionalities, such as: object segmentation, action-template matching that associates an utterance to manually constructed templates representing specific actions, and supervised syntactic parsing that segments parts of speech (e.g., nouns of objects) from input texts.
Despite these interesting studies, among many others in the related literature, that discuss language grounding through visual perception, they have not investigated tagging parts of speech through an unsupervised approach so as to infer grammatical structure of speech and the meaning of a sentence in a developmentally plausible manner. This could help in shedding light on unsupervised grammar induction with a view to making a robot able to understand grammatical dependencies between words in an instruction, which is one of the future topics to address following, and based on, the current study [19] . Furthermore, this approach allows for studying the challenging "Symbol Emergence" problem (i.e., the mechanism of symbols bottom-up development) [45] , which attracts wide attention of researchers recently [29] , especially after Steels [40] argued that the "Symbol Grounding" problem had been, conceptually, solved.
In this study, we propose an extended computational model of Aly et al. [1] for grounding action verbs, spatial concepts, and object characteristics (color and geometry) of language, with syntactic information, through visual perception, which has not been sufficiently addressed in the literature through a similar global approach that could allow a robot to understand human instructions autonomously. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section (II) presents a general description of the system architecture, Sections (III, IV, V) illustrate, in detail, the different subsystems of the framework, Section (VI) illustrates the experimental design, Section (VII) provides a description of the experimental results, and finally, Section (VIII) concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE The integrated system in this research study is composed of five different subsystems, as indicated in Figure  ( 1): (1) Speech recognition system (Google HTML5 API speech recognition toolkit) that recognizes human tutor's instructions during interaction with Toyota HSR robot 1 , (2) Skeleton tracking and modeling system, which tracks the locations of arm joints while manipulating objects, and models them on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), (3) 3D Object segmentation system, which segments major planes and objects of the scene into point clouds in order to determine their spatial relationships, in addition to their color and geometric characteristics, (4) Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging system, which marks words of the recognized sentences with syntactic attributes through an unsupervised approach (i.e., it marks a word sequence with numerical tags without employing any pre-tagged corpus), and finally (5) Probabilistic learning model for grounding action verbs, spatial concepts, and object characteristics of language through perception.
This model is trained offline though cross-situational learning [38] (Section VI). In case of a test sentence describing a spatial configuration of objects of different colors and shapes, the model determines the spatial relationship between the referent and the landmark so as to allow the robot to perform the required action. The subsystems of this framework are explained, in detail, in the following sections.
III. VISUAL PERCEPTION SYSTEM

A. Skeleton Tracking and Trajectory Modeling
Analyzing and modeling human body motion has been a rich topic for research in the related literature [46] . Ogawara et al. [28] developed a probabilistic framework for learning object manipulation from observation through modeling relative trajectories between objects. Inamura et al. [20] proposed a framework for behavior recognition and generation (e.g., swinging and walking). Sugiura et al. [42] proposed a probabilistic model for learning object manipulation (e.g., place on and jump over) through which the robot learns motion trajectory by demonstration. These approaches, among many others, employ Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to model action trajectories (i.e., assigning a hidden state sequence to a time-series observation sequence) so as to allow the robot to appropriately learn and generate actions without temporal constraints. In this study, we use a left-to-right HMM model to project the tracked (x, y, z) coordinates of the human arm joints into states while manipulating objects ( Figure 2 ) [20] . The HMM-based gesture model ( Figure 3 ) [30] uses position coordinates of the right-arm joints (i.e., shoulder, elbow, and hand) (transformed into the local coordinate system of the referent) as the observation sequence P = (p 1 ,..., p m ) with a hidden state sequence Q = (q 1 ,..., q n ). The transition probability between states is A = {a i j } = (q j | q i ), while the emission probability is B = {b i j } = (p j | q i ). Five HMM models have been employed in order to represent the five action verbs of focus in this study (Section VI). During the cross-situational learning phase, each HMM model is trained using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [12] on the coordinates of the human arm joints while 
B. Unsupervised Object Segmentation into 3D Point Cloud
Different approaches for object segmentation have been investigated in the literature of computer vision. Jiang et al. [21] proposed an edge-based method for calculating the boundaries of point cloud regions through detecting the points with big variance in intensity. Koster and Spann [23] investigated clustering nearby points (i.e., regions) of similar properties using neighboring information. Schnabel et al. [36] discussed a model-based method for clustering points based on geometric criteria, consequently, points with similar mathematical representations create one segment. This last model is employed in this study in order to segment objects lying in a plane into separate point clouds in an unsupervised way [10] . Unlike the previously highlighted approaches, among many others in the literature, this model-based approach is reliable, fast, and does not require much prior knowledge about the environment, such as object models and the number of regions to process.
The employed visual perception model in the framework detects the major plane in the scene (i.e., tabletop or floor) using the RANSAC algorithm [14] , and tracks it through successive frames. After calculating the representative equation of the major horizontal plane, orthogonal planes to the major plane, which are in contact with at least one image border, are considered as wall planes. The remaining points in the processed point cloud (out of the corresponding points to the detected horizontal and orthogonal planes) are voxelized and clustered into separate blobs that represent object candidates. Last but not least, the algorithm filters out blobs with very close centroids to orthogonal planes or those at a border of the depth image, in addition to very small and large blobs. Figure (4) illustrates the segmentation output of objects on a tabletop in different spatial layouts.
Both objects and the tabletop plane are segmented into separate point clouds, whose centroids represent their (x, y, z) coordinates with respect to the robot camera. Each point cloud is characterized in terms of its RGB color histogram, in addition to the Viewpoint Feature Histogram (VFH) descriptor (invariant to pose and scale) [34] that efficiently represents the geometry and viewpoint of an object. After calculating the locations of objects on the tabletop, the robot uses a probabilistic learning model (Section V) to ground spatial concepts and object characteristics through crosssituational learning [38] (Section VI).
IV. UNSUPERVISED PART-OF-SPEECH TAGGING Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging is the problem of marking a word sequence with syntactic attributes. The rich literature of computational linguistics has shown different approaches towards grammatically tagging words. Supervised tagging methods use pre-tagged training corpora to set up tagging dictionaries that indicate possible tags of words. These dictionaries are used to tag test words through appropriate stochastic or rule-based models [4, 8] . However, these supervised models would not be capable of tagging new words, which requires using complete dictionaries of language. Semi-supervised tagging methods do not employ pre-tagged large corpora, where they estimate appropriate tags for new word sequences using statistical models [48] . Unsupervised tagging methods do not require any training corpus, where they assign syntactic tags to words using rule-based or statistical models [5, 7] . Therefore, employing this unsupervised approach (i.e., without using any tagging dictionary 3 ) in our model could help in creating a developmentally plausible system for grounding parts of speech through perception.
A Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging model assigns the syntactic tag T = (t 1 ,..., t n ) to the word sequence w = (ω 1 ,...,ω n ). The first-order Hidden Markov Model (HMM) uses tags as hidden states and words as observations ( Figure 5 ) [15] . The probability distribution of tag states for the word sequence w is defined as follows (where the transition probability to tag t i is conditioned on tag t i−1 to represent the intuitive grammar of language, like having a noun following a determiner):
Emission distributions of tags over words are defined by the probability (ω i | t i ) of word ω i conditioned on tag t i . The transition and emission parameters (φ, θ) of the model are characterized by multinomial distributions with Dirichlet priors (α φ ,α θ ) (where K denotes the number of tag states):
Having an unannotated training corpus with a set of m sentences W = {w 1 ,..., w m }, the POS tagging model assigns the most likely numerical tag set T = {T 1 ,..., T m } for every sentence in the corpus so as to maximize the expression: The latent tag variables are inferred using the Gibbs sampling algorithm [27] , which generates a set of samples from the posterior distribution (T | W) expressed as follows (where "-i" denotes all samples except the i-th sample):
V. MULTIMODAL PROBABILISTIC GENERATIVE MODEL
The process of grounding action verbs, spatial relationships between referents and landmarks (i.e., between two objects or between an object and the tabletop), and object characteristics (color and geometry) of language through Figure (6 ). The observed state ω i represents every word in the sequence w = (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ), and the observed state Z t i represents syntactic tags of words (Section IV). The observed state a p represents the HMMmodeled locations of arm joints while manipulating objects (Section III-A). The observed state c p represents the RGB color characteristics (i.e., color histograms) of O observed objects (Section III-B). The observed state s p represents a spatial layout of a referent A and a landmark B expressed through their centroid coordinates i.e., the state s p = f (P A x,y,z , P B x,y,z ) (Section III-B). The observed state g p represents the geometric characteristics of O observed objects expressed through the VFH descriptor (Section III-B). For a spatial relationship between a referent and a landmark, the potential dyadic relationships between them could be expressed as follows: Observed Objects O × (O − 1) (i.e., Object A → ← Object B) ( Figure 6 ). Table ( I) summarizes the definitions of the learning model parameters [2] . The probabilistic distributions characterizing the different channels of the model are defined as follows (where Dir denotes a Dirichlet distribution, GIW denotes a Gaussian InverseWishart distribution, Cat denotes a categorical distribution, and Gauss denotes a multivariate Gaussian distribution):
The parameter K 5 represents the number of tag states (Section IV). The latent variables of the Bayesian learning model are inferred using the Gibbs sampling algorithm [16] so as to allow the model to learn correspondences between grammatical categories of words and visual cues. This algorithm repeatedly generates samples from the posterior distributions of the model parameters expressed as follows:
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP Both of a human tutor and Toyota HSR robot 4 are interacting in front of a tabletop (the major landmark). We employ 5 different objects (the attribute 'Object' represents the object geometry modality in the learning phase): {CUP, BOTTLE, BOX 5 , BALL, and TOY} of 5 different colors 6 : {WHITE, YELLOW, RED, GREEN, and BLUE} as referents and landmarks. Additionally, we employ 5 spatial prepositions: {INSIDE, BEHIND, ABOVE, NEAR, and BESIDE} in order to represent spatial layouts and relationships between referents and landmarks (the attribute 'Preposition' represents the spatial layout modality in the learning phase) (Figure 4 ). Over and above, the robot executes 5 different actions on the objects during interaction: {HOLD, PUSH, PULL, RAISE, and PUT} (robot, object) 7 .
In the cross-situational learning phase [38] , the human tutor employs 60 different sentences to make the robot learn different spatial configurations of referents and landmarks. The experimental scenario is described as follows:
• The human tutor trains the robot on different spatial configurations of objects lying in a tabletop using visual information and the corresponding descriptive sentences to the different scenes.
• For every observed scene in the training phase, the visual perception systems determine the dynamics of the human arm while doing actions on objects, color and geometric characteristics of objects (segmented into point clouds), in addition to measuring the relative spatial relationships between the centroid coordinates of every object's point cloud to those of the other objects and the tabletop (Section III-B).
• For every scene-descriptive sentence, the POS tagging system defines numerical tags that represent syntactic categories of words (e.g., "(Push, 1) (the, 5) (Red, 2) (Bottle, 4) (Near, 6) (the, 5) (Cup, 4)") (Section IV).
• The robot uses the probabilistic learning model to learn the meaning of the numerical tags of action verbs, spatial concepts, and object characteristics (Section V).
• In the test phase, the human tutor uses 30 sentences describing different scenes to validate the robustness of the learning phase.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed framework was trained offline on 60 sentences describing different spatial layouts of referents and landmarks of different colors in a tabletop scene, and was evaluated on other 30 sentences describing different scenes. The system was evaluated on its ability to estimate the modality of each word in a test sentence to be: Action, Color, Preposition, Object, or Others, and to estimate the referent and landmark referring words so as to define the direction of spatial relationship (i.e., Object A → ← Object B). 5 In this study, the object 'BOX' is considered only as a landmark. 6 We use color tapes to change the colors of the 5 objects. 7 The action verbs were modeled on the robot in order to generate object-directed behaviors. The robot used the calculated distances to objects through point cloud information (Section III-B) in order to control its joins so as to execute predefined behaviors representing action verbs. Although we focus -in this study -on understanding human actions on objects, we will consider -in the future -making the robot able to generate adaptive behaviors on its own using its accumulated experience [20] . While several research studies in the literature discussed language grounding through probabilistic models (e.g., Tellex et al. [47] , Steels and Hild [41] , Matuszek et al. [26] , and Kollar et al. [22] ), and to the best of our knowledge, no similar study addressed language grounding through a similar approach, experimental setup, or corpus to that of the current study, which makes comparing results difficult to attain. The framework successfully estimated the modality of each word in the test corpus sentences. Table  (II) shows that the modalities of the different parts of speech (i.e., action, color, preposition, and object, in addition to the determiner "the") were correctly determined. This finding is clearly illustrated in Figure (7) , which reveals the probability distribution of words over the different modalities. The figure shows that the patterns of data in the action, color, preposition, and object modalities are highly distinctive, among each other, and appropriately clustered. Tables (III,  IV) compare the clustering results of the learning model (Gaussian-Mixture Model (GMM) clustering) and the traditional K-means method for the color and object categories. Generally, the clustering results of the model are highly similar to those of the K-means method for both the color and object categories. Except for the "Green" and "Blue" colors (where the K-means method achieved slightly higher scores), and for the "Toy" and "Cup" categories (where the GMM clustering was a bit better for the "Toy" category). The difference in the clustering performance between the GMM and K-means methods is, theoretically, related to the pattern of data itself. Consequently, the obtained results show that the representation of data in each modality was highly descriptive (Figure 7 ), so that both clustering methods showed a similar high performance. On the other hand, the model appropriately defined the referent and landmark referring words, and the direction of their spatial relationship (i.e., Object A → ← Object B) for the different spatial prepositions, as indicated in Figure (8) . These previous findings allow the robot to understand the referring words to action, color, object, and preposition, and the existing spatial relationship in a sentence to collaborate effectively with human users in space (Figure 9 ).
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This research study presents a Bayesian probabilistic model for grounding action verbs, spatial concepts, and object characteristics (color and geometry) of language through visual perception during a human-robot interaction context. The proposed system grounds -through a globally unsupervised approach -the numerical tags of parts of speech based on visual cues that encode the dynamics of human actions on objects, object color and geometric characteristics, and spatial relationships between objects. The probabilistic framework succeeded in defining action verbs, and the referring words to objects with the colors of the referents. Additionally, the model succeeded in estimating spatial relationships between objects, so that the robot was able to perform the required actions on objects based on their point cloud information (Figure 9 ).
For our future work, we will extend the proposed learning model to work online (i.e., by online updating its learning parameters in case of new objects and spatial configurations), and to make the robot able to learn the correct referentlandmark relationships within a complex spatial configuration of objects that employ more than one landmark or referent. Additionally, we are considering to make the robot able to emulate actions on objects based on its learning experience. Over and above, we will extend the current syntactic model that could only determine syntactic categories of words in an unsupervised manner so as to study syntactic dependencies between words. This could pave the way towards addressing the induction of Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) [3, 39] , which accounts for syntactic and semantic representations of language, in robots through a developmentally plausible approach.
